
Central vein catheter for hemodialysis – experiences from General Hospital Koprivnica 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

For many years, the formation of the arteriovenal fistula has been the fundamental vascular approach to treating patients on hemodialysis. With the aging of the population which starts 

their hemodialysis treatments, and inappropriate vascular network for the AV fistula, it has slowly made the principle „fistula-first and catheter last“ obsolete. The recommendation for 

choosing the place for the insertion of a temporary or permanent dialysis catheter is focused on the reduction of the number of possible complications. Due to its anatomic position, the 

right jugular vein is recommended as the best place to insert the permanent dialysis catheter. The second-best place to insert the permanent dialysis catheter, after jugular veins, is the 

femoral vein. However, a more difficult hygiene regiment and a slightly higher infection rate resulted in choosing it as an access point for hemodialysis less frequently. 

AIM: 

The development of the Nephrology Unit in GH Koprivnica enabled the insertion of permanent central vein catheters for hemodialysis for the purpose of ensuring an adequate vascular 

access for hemodialysis patients, to whom it was impossible to create a vascular fistula. The aim of this paper is the overview of a five-year process in GH Koprivnica, and to show most 

common complications in the first year after inserting a central vein catheter.  

OVERVIEW: 

Following the recommendations of the Society of Nephrology about the indication for the insertion of permanent central vein catheter, recommendations for choosing the right place to 

insert the catheter and ensuring sterile environment and the rules for doing the procedure, we started with inserting permanent dialysis catheter in GH Koprivnica in 2016. While choosing 

the type of catheter we primarily relied on previously acquired knowledge of operators, the simplicity of the technique of the procedure and space and time norms at our exposal (the 

availability of an O.R. and diascopy). The choice of the permanent dialysis catheter was the split-stream catheter of various lengths, depending on the anatomic location of the vein the 

catheter is inserted into. The insertion is done with the ultrasound control, and the final position of the catheter is determined by diascopy. Despite the recommended order of preferred 

places for the insertion of the catheter (jugular veins, femoral veins and lastly subclavian veins), due to a more difficult hygiene regiment and a slightly higher infection rate, we consider 

femoral veins as the least adequate vascular access for hemodialysis. During the five-year period, 153 permanent vein catheters for hemodialysis have been inserted. 

The necessity to change the inserted permanent vein catheter included complications such as bacteriemia ,infection of the catheter tunnel, catheter disfunction (blood pump 

flow<300ml/min, arterial resistance<250mmHg, vein resistance>250 mmHg, pressure alarm frequencywhich does not respond to reposition or catheter propping, pain, bleeding, the 

integrity of the catheter), central vein stenosis . Perioperative complications, included local bleeding, pneumo-/hemothorax, catheter clamping, catheter thrombosis, infection of catheter 

exit point, and they were dealt with in the early perioperative period., have not been dealt with in this paper. 

 

CONCLUSION:  

Permanent central vein catheter is an increasing first choice for the vascular access to the hemodialysis patients. In the five-year period in GH Koprivnica,  

153 split-stream catheters have been inserted. The frequency of complications that required the change of catheter in the period between the first month and 

 a year after the insertion of the catheter is not higher than the percentage of complications stated in the relevant medical literature. The improvement of the  

procedure technique, the place of insertion and the choice of the type of catheter, the adequate anticoagulation and care/handling the catheter are crucial for  

the reduction of complications with catheters.  


